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Abstract 

Karl Weick’s sensemaking perspective proved to be a central point for organisational CSR 

practices. According to Weick, sensemaking is a universal and ongoing process and helps 

organisations to understand their ambiguous and complicated situations. Several authors 

argued that they can investigate CSR more deeply by using sensemaking approach (Basu & 

Palazzo, 2008; Nijhof & Jeurissen, 2006). But still to date organisations do not have walk the 

talk culture in their social processes. Karl work had persistent criticism that he missed larger 

social and historical contexts in sensemaking. This study will address this critique by bringing 

institutions into process of sensemaking.  This study proposes a link between institutions and 

sensemaking perspective. This study questions why we are still debating on definition and 

concept of CSR? Is sensemaking perspective important to understand CSR? Why sensemaking 

is not an accomplishment on its own? Why institutional theory cannot be applied independently 

in CSR practices?  What institutions and sensemaking perspective together can bring into 

organisational CSR practices? This research will develop a strong understanding of relating 

institutions and sensemaking in organisational CSR practices. 
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1. Introduction  

The concept of corporate social responsibility has been highly discussed and researched over 

past thirty years. To define CSR, researchers combined multiple approaches with same 

terminologies, but every researcher defined it differently (Garriga & Mele, 2004). CSR was 

further conceptualised in variety of ways by interest groups who have even approached the 

subject diversely (Carrol and Shabana 2010). The lack of consistency towards CSR approach 

contributed in lack of synergy in the manner in which meaning of CSR was articulated by CSR 

theorists and practitioners (Dahlsrud 2008) thus leading to several authors (Godfrey & Hatch, 

2007; Nijhof & Jeurissen, 2006; Rowley & Berman, 2000; Sheehy, B, 2015) arguing that CSR 

is ambiguous, meaningless and complicated concept that can mean anything to anybody 

(Frankental, 2001). Literature have shown several reasons and explanations to the complexity 

and ambiguousness in the concept of CSR. A first reason to this critique was the injection of 
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new ethical, financial, stakeholder and social concepts, which did not clear the concept itself, 

rather created chaos and overlap to the existing concept (Godfrey & Hatch, 2007; Kakabadse, 

Kakabadse & Rozuel, 2007; Rowley & Berman, 2000). The second reason was the industry 

and context specificity of the CSR strategies which made the implication and operationalisation 

rather difficult (Rowley & Berman, 2000). Thirdly CSR was criticized by researchers because 

of its rational approach (Nijhof & Jeurissen, 2006), it led CSR to typical rankings for example 

CSR approach does not always work, which was proved by two major business cases of Enron 

and Ahold, they were both considered as reputable and well managed organisations and were 

recognised as highly ranked organisations in CSR practices (Nijhof & Jeurissen, 2006). 

However in contrast, a linear CSR approach may end up in handful of categorisation, but it 

does not reveal the underlying reality of how people make sense of CSR in organisations. 

Therefore, making sense of CSR is exceptionality and unique nature of CSR strategies (Basu 

& Palazzo, 2008; Rowley & Berman, 2000; Smith, 2003). 

Smith (2003) also highlighted the importance of this uniqueness of CSR which is sensemaking. 

“Clearly an organisational CSR strategies, if genuinely considered and carefully conceived 

should be unique, despite of the similarity of growing numbers of corporate reports on CSR. 

CSR strategy must have a strong fit with industry characteristics, as well as it should reflect 

organisational mission and values, and CSR strategy of a firm should be different even from 

its closest competitors”.   

Several authors used sensemaking theory in organisational empirical studies. This concept has 

been applied to range of subjects such as; CSR, new venture creation, IT driven knowledge and 

technology, organisational behaviour, organisational process and strategies, innovation and 

decision making process (Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Weber and Glynn 2006; Heijden et al. 

2010; Green 2011; van der Heijden, Driessen and Cramer, 2010;Sergeeva 2014). These studies 

observed that sensemaking is a generally applicable model and Weick (2000) supported that 

sensemaking is a universal process.  However, Heijden et al. argued that CSR interpretation is 

different in each organisation and therefore, each organisational approach towards making 

sense of CSR is specific to the organisation in question. In recent times, people are becoming 

more aware and sensitive towards organisational responsibilities and reaction towards its 

society and environment. In response to this awareness, organisations are keen to increase their 

commitment towards CSR. Annual CSR reports is a key mechanism through which 

organisations can demonstrate their CSR commitments to their shareholders, public, 

employees, tax authorities, customers, and the government and these reports are seen by both 

businesses and stakeholders (Jones et al. 2006). Organisations make their own sense of CSR 

practices according to their need and feasibility and state that ambiguous nature of CSR has 

led organisations to interpret the concept of CSR to suit their needs.  

Differences in CSR interpretations have been observed in comparative studies of organisational 

CSR commitment. Studies such as Kotonen (2009) have explored different CSR practices of 

organisations and found out that organisation CSR commitments and behaviour are highly 

influenced by social and cultural contexts, despite the introduction of common reporting 

guidelines for organisations such as Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). Heijden et al. (2010) 

have stated that CSR interpretation process for operational purpose is distinctive for each 

organisation. Authors such as Cramer (2006); Basu and Palazzo (2008) have argued that 

sensemaking is a useful theory to understand CSR operational practices and behaviour in 

different organisations. Sensemaking is a useful concept when an organisation is acting 

individually and not affected by its industry and environment but this is not the case. Business 

organisations are very well aware that in order to succeed they must abandon one sided 



traditional approach. Stakeholder’s expectations are increasingly changing and creating high 

demand for organisations to meet CSR practices. The world is highly connected, information 

technologies are increasingly shaping the networks of stakeholders and this network can put a 

significant pressure on organisational CSR responsibilities.   

Globalisation has increased complexity in social issues with an increase in connectedness of 

the actors involved. Business organisations are facing continuous confrontation from 

globalisation, which involves cultural differences and connectedness of production and 

consumption systems (Patar and Van Lierop 2006) in a vacuum. Organisations cannot face 

these confrontations alone or in a vacuum. Calton and Payne (2003, p. 7) argued that high 

interconnectivity of organisations result in organisations and stakeholders conflicts, which are 

complex, emerged and interdependent problems forcing organisations to interact with each 

other and react in a standardised, creative way (Golob, U., Johansen, T.S., Nielsen, A.E. & 

Podnar, K. 2014). Sensemaking approach which is universal in nature (Weick 2001) is not 

applicable in globalisation. Sensemaking theory has been criticised, as it overlooks the role of 

larger social, historical or institutional contexts in explaining reasoning. Sensemaking theory 

appears a local practice and appears to ignore or at least lack of main and explicit account of 

“the embeddedness of sensemaking in social space and time” (Weber and Glynn, 2006).  

(Taylor and Van Every, 2000) argued that “Making sense, an interpretation of a dilemma is not 

an accomplishment in a vacuum, it is not just a context free networking”. Therefore, 

institutionalisation is an important aspect of context and it is implicit but under theorised 

components of Weick’s depiction of sensemaking. Institutions have focused on extra subjective 

and macro level of organisation whereas sensemaking have emphasised on local and micro 

level subjective processes (Scott, 2001). Institutions and sensemaking have been explored in 

line wise directions by Karl Weick and Dick Scott, but they did not combine these two aspects 

of CSR. The limited role of institutionalisation in organisational sensemaking approach have 

divided the main concept of CSR in to two parts: (1) institutions and CSR, (2) sensemaking 

and CSR. The rarity of relating sensemaking with institutions lead towards an often heard but 

somehow narrow view of how institutions effect sensemaking (Weber and Glynn, 2006). 

Because of the limited research on the relation of sensemaking and institutions, researchers are 

unable to provide strong ground to the individuals who emphasise the role of institutions as 

internalised intellectual restraint on sensemaking. This Study will help to provide grounds for 

developing a theoretical framework of relating institutions with sensemaking in CSR.  

 

2. Sensemaking theory and CSR practices 

According to management literature, CSR is an important corporate obligation (Quinn, 

Mintzberg & James, 1987). Since 1950s, there has been various researches attempting to both 

define and develop a theoretical framework to understand the nature and contents of CSR 

(Carroll, 1979, 1999; Cochran & Wood, 1984; Lantos, 2001; Sethi, 1975; Wood, 1991). 

Corporate social responsibility, corporate social performance, sustainable development, 

corporate citizenship, social responsiveness, corporate governance, issue management and 

stakeholder management has been discussed by scholars in last many decades (Garriga & Melé, 

2004). Therefore, there is an overload of literature on the topic of CSR and discussion between 

business and society has also been going on for decades with almost no consensus developing 

on the definition of CSR (Kakabadse, Kakabadse & Rozuel, 2007). In response to this, several 

authors argued that they can investigate CSR more deeply by using sensemaking approach 

(Basu & Palazzo, 2008; Nijhof & Jeurissen, 2006). In this context Basu & Palazzo (2008) 

projected a new and interesting theoretical framework to approach CSR. Basu & Palazzo 



(2008) provided researchers with three dimensions of sensemaking model. In three-

dimensional sensemaking model they differentiated three dimensions. First dimension is 

cognitive dimension which focus on “what firm thinks?” The second dimension is linguistic 

dimension which emphasis on “what firm says?” and the third dimension is conative dimension 

where focus lie on “how the company tends to behave?” Basu (2008) differentiated each 

dimension with its sub dimensions to improve the aspects and quality of each dimension. With 

this three-dimensional sensemaking model, Basu & Palazzo (2008) approached CSR in a 

different way from within the corporation. Process model of sensemaking resulted in numerous 

benefits such as: sensemaking dimensions could be used to investigate the level of 

sustainability of an organisation’s CSR. Since sustainability of organisation CSR strategies has 

become an important and vital aspect. Secondly, scholars could investigate whether the three 

dimensions of sensemaking are likely to cluster with each other and develop some type of CSR-

profiling. Thirdly, by using three-dimensional approach it could be evaluated whether the 

organisation CSR engagement is authentic or rather instrumental or dubious (Basu & Palazzo, 

2008). Such a process view of CSR locates the phenomenon as an inherent part of an 

organisation, with the capability to discriminate it from other organisations that would 

undertake distinctive styles of sensemaking processes. Therefore, rather than examining CSR 

from its contents it is argued that analysing CSR from process view of sensemaking with its 

triplet dimensions is a deeper examination.  

Figure1: Dimensions of sensemaking process:  (Adapted from Basu & Palazzo, 2008)   



Sensemaking is a continuous process-oriented approach where current and past experiences are 

gradually shared with in the organisation through individuals and social activities where 

individuals or groups learn from past events and collect experience from current situations and 

add into the organisations frame of reference (Weick, 2001). Next to acting, communication is 

another important aspect in sharing meanings, as sense is developed by words and then words 

are converted into sentences through conversations with other individuals about our ongoing 

experience. These conversations help organisation to develop shared frameworks where 

individuals can obtain support. Communication and executing activities help individuals to 

interact with each other with in the organisation. Sensemaking theory proved to provide a new 

direction to organisational studies because it shifted the studies from structure to process. It 

was a unique turn from existing organisational theorist’s common point of view to new 

organisational process approach (Czarniawska, 2003). Organisational sensemaking approach 

moved the attention from organisation to organising that restricted the range of behavioural 

response in a given situation and reduced equivocality (Hatch and Yanow, 2003). Sensemaking 

was used in various empirical studies and were applied to different subjects. Sensemaking has 

been applied mostly in strategy or change (Sandberg & Tsoukas, 2015) and the phenomenon 

has been used interchangeably in both contexts. A leading database research on journals in 

organisation and management revealed that sensemaking concept was 50 percent applied 

broadly in 37 areas consisting of strategy and organisational change (23 percent), 

organisational crisis and accidents (12 percent ), organisation identity (8 percent), 

organisational learning and knowledge (5 percent) (ibid). Sensemaking application has 

expanded and has been applied into more fields of research including individual cognitive 

process (Klein et.al, 2006; Starbuck & Miliken, 1988) or social and discursive occurs within 

individual or group members (Maitlis, 2995; Weick, 1995, Weick et.al, 2015; Maitlis & 

Christianson, 2014) and currently expanding research zone into emotions attached with 

sensemaking process (Balogun & Bartunek, 1999; Maitlis et.al., 2011; Steigenberger 2015; 

Balogun et.al, 2014). Sensemaking was also used to analyse and investigate change in 

organisational new processes (Hill and Levenhagen, 1995; Forbes, 1999) or existing 

organisational change processes (Weick, 1982; Gioia and Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia and 

Thomas, 1996; Weber and Manning, 2001). Sensemaking was also used to examine 

organisational change processes in order to provide insight about new available directions 

(Drazin et al., 1999; Carmin, 2002; Marshall and Rollinson, 2004; Pye, 2005). 

Sensemaking theory with its seven underlying characteristics offered a starting point to 

organisational CSR studies and allow the participants involved to create their own frame of 

reference and construct meaning. Sensemaking enables individuals of an organisation to make 

better sense of what has occurred. When organisations face moments of ambiguity or 

uncertainty, organisational members put all their efforts in place to find out what is going on 

by taking clues from internal and external environment into account. They extract and interpret 

information’s gathered from their environment and they use these information as a basis for 

their reasonable justification, that provides an order and “make sense” of what has occurred 

and through which they continue to enact environment (Sandberg &Tsoukas, 2015). It enables 

organisations to be seen as a product of day-to-day interactions of its members. Sensemaking 

embodied that how an actor creates events and constructs framework to understand what has 

occurred, what is happening and how to act on it. Sensemaking involves two orders known as 

first and second order. These orders are used by actors to understand organisational CSR 

strategies or process. In first order actors create, interpret and enact individually and try to 

restore orders and in second order it involves how policy makers make sense of primary 

makers. Basically in these sensemaking orders it first involves actions at individual level and 

then at member’s level allowing people to make sense of what is happening and then sharing 



meaning at group level to construct meaning (ibid). Sensemaking process help organisational 

CSR policy makers to unfold this phenomena as actors interpret the situation by considering 

specific cues and then share their meanings with other members and construct a meaning and 

then they enact into the environment. Sensemaking involves different actors in a process of 

interpretation and support ongoing conversations and sharing meaning with each other in the 

organisation. Ongoing conversations guide an organisational CSR strategies to be understood 

more clearly and sharing frame of reference allows CSR strategies to go through a process of 

change and innovation. Thus sensemaking is a powerful tool to understand how actor/actors 

behave in certain situations such as change and innovation. Sensemaking give actor/actors an 

opportunity to say on what they think of the situation or the process that happens. Wick, (1995) 

argued that world around people may change when people interpret situations and act 

accordingly. These interpretations can be shared and confirmed when other people act on them. 

Therefore, organisations highlights a specific nature when sensemaking is applied to their 

social strategies. Sensemaking can also result in reversal outcomes when planned change or 

strategy fails. 

P1: Sensemaking is necessary for organisational CSR practices. 

According to Weick, sensemaking is a universal process to all organisations. But, it is believed 

that people within organisations are influenced by different cultural, educational, 

organisational, and experiential background and under these influences they make sense of the 

given situation and construct their own enacted environment and act out a meaningful picture 

(Weick, 1995). Therefore, sensemaking includes a constructivist ontology and undertakes that 

reality does not exist autonomously of our intellectual structures, but it is socially assembled. 

Although sensemaking was recognised in many studies (Klein et.al, 2006; Starbuck & Miliken, 

1988; Maitlis, 2995; Weick, 1995, Weick et.al, 2015; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Balogun 

& Bartunek, 1999; Maitlis et.al., 2011; Steigenberger 2015; Balogun et.al, 2014) yet there is 

no clear picture of sensemaking process as how does this process work, how companies deal 

with it, how it is accomplished, its temporal orientation, and to what degree it is shared (Maitlis 

& Christianson, 2014). Sensemaking process varies from organisation to organisation and 

individual to individual. Sensemaking Process approach has its varying nature in its all 

dimensions. Sensemaking approach has significantly contributed in CSR research, but focusing 

on contents, event, and thought process of CSR it ignored an important aspect which is 

institutions which shape or trigger CSR activities in first place (Brickson, 2007; Campbell, 

2006; de Graaf, 2006; Gond & Herrbach, 2006; Jones, 1999; Margolis & Walsh, 2003; Nurray 

& Montanari, 1986). Hoffman and Bazerman (2006) claimed that ignoring institutions in 

studying CSR can lead to organisation failure in understanding how managers make sense of 

their CSR activities. Institution is a key which provides a foundation for sensemaking process 

to stand out and work effectively.   

P2: Sensemaking is not a universal approach to all organisational CSR processes and it 

is not a mean to an end.  

 

3. Institutional theory and CSR practices 

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has become an important and significant concept with in 

the society. Government, employees, consumers, suppliers, hence all stakeholders expect 

organisations to behave in a social manner. At the broadest level these stakeholders’ 

expectations are aligned with economic, environmental and social responsibilities of a business 



(Waddock 2004; Banerjee 2007; Matten and Moon 2008). In other words organisations have 

three core responsibilities which are economic, environmental, and social, and these core 

activities guide’s organisations operations, decisions, and activities, and are considered equally 

valid and important. Considering CSR as an important phenomenon in a business society, has 

gained much attention in literature and institutional theory plays a significant role and act as a 

powerful lens to help us to understand how we come to understand and accept different 

attitudes and practices in a particular social context. Institutional theory states that an 

organisational structure is set of policies and procedures which are determined by 

organisational institutional environment, and following these rules is not just a mean to an end 

but an end itself. Organisational core policies and procedures if followed efficiently, it leads 

an organisation towards conventionality within an accepted norm which advances firm with 

acceptability and sincerity. This sincerity and legitimacy results in providing an organisation 

with less uncertainty with in its specific institutional field. Legitimacy or conventionality 

describe itself through isomorphism or imitation, taking several forms depending on to what 

level and extent institutional force was applied.  

Further, isomorphism takes several forms such as regulatory, normative or mimetic depending 

on specific institutional environment. Organisations have certain laws in place which are 

expected to obey, this specific institutional field exerts regulatory isomorphic pressure. Firms 

have well established patterns of behaviour such as accounting practices and recognised human 

resource, following these patterns of behaviour give rise to normative isomorphic pressure. 

Mimetic isomorphism is observed when organisations need to avoid uncertainty. Thus, the 

basic insight gained from institutional theory is that firm’s conformance with their predominant 

norms, patterns, and social external and internal pressure creates homogeneity among 

organisations structures and practices, and successful organisations are those which achieve 

conventionality through applying sufficient institutional force. In CSR literature mimetic 

isomorphism is mainly used to explain organisations CSR behaviour. Gardberg and Fomburn 

(2006) argue that citizenship program which is main agenda of CSR reflects a balance between 

legitimisation and differentiation. Local institutional environment shapes organisation level of 

commitment and influence an organisation authority to make choices towards their CSR 

behaviour. They also argued that many previous studies have failed to consider that firms work 

under many different domestic and foreign contexts which demands different level of 

behaviour with different institutional context and hence award organisations with varying 

levels of legitimacy. 

Matten and Moon (2008) further examined the concept and used both stakeholder and 

institutional theory to closely examine how institutional differences can lead to differences in 

CSR practices such as “explicit” CSR is US or “implicit” CSR in Europe.  Explicit CSR 

behaviour refers to situation where organisational corporate policies articulate to meet specific 

societal interests in response to stakeholder’s pressure. Whereas under implicit CSR 

organisations have norms and policies to engage into obligatory CSR practices to address 

stakeholder’s issues collectively rather than in individualistic manner. This seems to be, 

however, more a distinction between voluntary and overt CSR versus more routine and in-built 

CSR. Marquis, Glynn and Davis (2007) presented another model suggesting that institutional 

force leads an organisational mimetic isomorphic to community level and they applied this 

concept into 7 major corporations in Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio. They used this model 

with CSR practices of these 7 major corporations and proposed that stronger relationship 

between profit making organisation and non-for-profit organisation increases the level of CSR 

practices and increase the conformance with organisational institutional rules and norms which 

increases overall corporate giving. 



They argued that CSR norms have become institutionalised within and across industries. But 

there is a sequential aspect that firms in sensitive industries like banking and 

telecommunications encounter and react towards stakeholder pressures and to higher societal 

expectations and in response to this reaction leading firms with in same geographical area but 

across the array of industries take their cues from the reaction of firms in the sensitive 

industries. Leading firm’s reaction to CSR are then copied by non-leading firms. Therefore, 

CSR norms are first established in leading firms with in a geographical area which are then 

copied by non-leading firms with in industries.  Overtime a gap has been developed in societal 

expectations. To reduce this gap and increasing CSR activities and practices, this cycle may be 

repeated and expectations for all firms with in geographic area could be raised. This suggests 

that organisations reputation is not only erected by its own CSR activities but also by CSR 

practices of other firms. In a special issue of Academy of Management Review, Bies, Bartunek, 

Fort and Zald (2007) mentioned increasing use of institutional theory in studies relating with 

CSR, which they considered a contribution “to the growing awareness of means of institutional 

change”. Institutional theory addition in CSR literature have highlighted how complicated and 

multi-layered is the relationship between organisations and their wider community and their 

wider environment, predominantly with regards to CSR practices of firms. Institutional theory 

has incorporated this fact in place to its level best, far better than contribution of stakeholder 

theory.   

Institutional theory mainly focuses on two main areas; micro institutions which pressurise 

organisation to engage in CSR activities and evidence of existence of institutionalisation. Micro 

institutions lead organisations to get engaged with their corporate social responsibilities and 

help organisations to understand variance nature of CSR in particular social context. 

Institutional theory is an influential array of social actions which tells an organisation how to 

think and act in particular social context. According to DiMaggio and Powell (1983), there are 

three systems by which attitudes and practices turn out to be progressively homogenous inside 

a social setting: coercive, mimetic and normative isomorphic pressures. Coercive pressures 

result from both formal and casual effects on organisations to mirror the social desires of 

society. These incorporate codification of the law and different types of regulative pressure, 

for example, NGO battles, government arrangement and media inclusion. Mimetic pressure 

comes from associations attempting to demonstrate themselves or their practices on others. 

This is frequently due to vulnerabilities in their working conditions and can incorporate such 

things as changes in purchaser inclinations, ambiguous or missing government control, or 

negative attention. At last, normative pressures result fundamentally from the 

professionalization of specific controls. As individuals from a discipline come to 

institutionalize the abilities and cognitive base required to be members of that profession, they 

make the 'authenticity for their word related self-sufficiency'. These three institutional 

mechanism pressures help organisations to understand the homogeneousness of meanings and 

practices associated with relevant institutions (Scott 2001) and are a key mechanism of the 

institutionalisation process. During institutionalisation a lot of shared implications are 

additionally settled at the centre of the institution. This is called a central logic and it acts as 'a 

set of material practices and representative developments which comprises arranging standards 

and which [are] accessible to organisations and individuals to expand'. Within the applicable 

social context, it is possible to recognize discrete, often challenging logics, and the dominant 

justification inside the field (Bacharach et al. 1996; Lounsbury 2002; Thornton 2002). With 

regards to business, the predominant rationale will in general be known as the market rationale 

also, focus around agency relations that look to advance cost– advantage computations of 

monetary exchanges with the objective of expanding financial gains (Dijksterhuis et al 1999; 

Thornton 2002; Glynn and Lounsbury 2005). This can be contrasted alternative rationales, (for 



example, those identified with CSR) to outline central differences in the philosophy supporting 

applicable qualities and practices of business institutions.  

The forces of restriction and conventionality described above are strong (Scott 2001; Hoffman 

2001; Meyer and Rowan 1977), therefore, actors play an important role in maintenance and 

change of institutions.  It is increasingly becoming aware that markets and other organisational 

practices are continuously questioned (Lounsbury 2001; Levy 2008a; King and Pearce 2010).  

Officials, around whom action will in general rotate (McAdam and Scott 2005, p. 17), struggle 

with challengers to develop the structures and procedures of institutions. Officials look to keep 

up the institutional structures that keep up their benefits, while challengers work to rearrange 

the structures to enhance and improve their position within the institutions (levy 2008b). Both 

groups try to improve their position within institutions by using available resources such as 

power, skills, and experience (Fligstein 2001; Lounsbury and Crumley 2007; levy 2008b). 

Through collaboration and competition over different aspects of fields, actors are constantly 

engaged in shaping and creating institutions within a particular social context (Fiss and Zajac 

2004). Therefore, the resulting institutions represents negotiated interests of the group’s 

involved (Fiss et al. 2011).  Organisations in this way plays an increasingly focal job around 

this area of the institutional literature review, where performers not just contend for authority 

over institutional structures and procedures, but on the other hand are compelled by existing 

courses of actions (Giddens 1984; Friedland and Alford 1991; Thornton and Ocasio 2008). 

Agents therefore, play significant role inside the challenged situation by constantly creating 

and recreating establishments, trying to enhance their significance inside the social institutions 

(Fligstein 2001).  

However institutional theory still cannot take all pressures into account coming from external 

environment. Institutional theory still cannot exert institutional force to comply with all CSR 

decisions of a firm. For example, institutional theory can help with regulatory pressure coming 

from government or tax authorities, but it does not provide same consideration to the effect of 

culture pressure on firm’s behaviour. However, it could be argued that firm’s behaviour 

towards cultural norms and values is decentralised and the link between firm and culture is not 

fully established by institutional theory. Researchers also assume that institutional environment 

is fully established but in practice institutional environment of firms is changing, evolving 

entities, and as we have seen the firms must be reactive to these changing structures. Finally, 

institutional theory has drawn its focus towards explaining organisations homogeneous 

behaviour, accrediting this behaviour towards mimetic isomorphic pressure undertaken by 

firms and leading firm towards legitimacy in their specific institutional field. This theoretical 

concept does not seem to explain the heterogeneous behaviour seen with regards to CSR 

practices across international contexts.  

P3: Institutional theory is crucial for organisational CSR process but cannot respond to 

external changes to organisation.  

 

4. Relating institutions and sensemaking 

At a fundamental dimension, institutions are a piece of sensemaking on the grounds that they 

shape connotation (which means making) through interpretation and communication (Giddens 

1984: 29). The 'substance ‘with which sense is made is 'insignificant reasonable structures', 

characterized by Weick (1995: section 5) as deliberations and embodiments that are fixing to 

perceptual signals. Although 'insignificant', negligible reasonable structures will be structures 



by and by, and establishments are a key wellspring of meaning structures (Berger and 

Luckmann 1966). 'Social psychological components [of institutions] include the production of 

shared originations that comprise the idea of social reality and the edges through which 

importance is made'(Scott 2003). Weick plainly recognizes this association in his exchange of 

'sensemaking at increasingly large scale levels'(Weick 1995:70). Weick draws on Wiley's 

(1988) qualification of dimensions of social examination as running from the between 

emotional to the nonexclusive abstract to the additional abstract. He interfaces organizations to 

the extra subjective dimension of 'unadulterated importance', while sensemaking dwells in 

between emotional procedures among performing artists. In this system, establishment is much 

the same as an intelligible representative code, while sensemaking is the act of utilizing the 

code. The two dimensions are associated through the nonexclusive emotional dimension of 

association, where institutionally characterized jobs and contents interface the structures at the 

field level to the abstract implying that emerges from people ordering these structures in nearby 

practice (Weick 1995: 71– 72; Wiley 1988: 259). 

This perspective on establishments as unique structures for significance is strikingly near that 

offered by (Barley 1983; Barley and Tolbert 1997), Giddens (1984) and Sewell (1992). Grain 

and Tolbert (1997: 96) characterize foundations 'as shared tenets and epitomes that recognize 

classes of social on-screen characters and their proper exercises or connections'. From a neo-

institutional point of view, Scott (1995: 33; 2001: 48; 2003: 879) adds the component of bearers 

to this definition of institutional substance. Foundations are 'social intellectual, standardizing, 

and regulative components that, together with related exercises and assets, give dependability 

and significance to public activity', and the bearers move institutional substance 'from spot to 

place and time to time ‘through their creative exercises (Scott 2003: 879) [emphasis added]. 

Consequently, Weick's work on sensemaking recommends that establishments are available in 

sensemaking forms, as providers of the substance or 'crude material ‘of sensemaking, and by 

prudence of 'institutional carriers ‘mobilizing this material in completing sensemaking 

exercises. The accessible social subjective crude material influences sensemaking, as does the 

nearness of specific transporters. From this vantage point, we presently build up a progressively 

far reaching perspective on institutional components in sensemaking processes. 

Weick's (1995) examination of the properties of sensemaking recommends manners by which 

institutional setting is intertwined with the procedure as opposed to obliging it as an outer 

structure. Our contention is that establishments enter importance making forms in three 

different ways: first, foundations fill in as the building squares or substance for sensemaking; 

second, organizations powerfully manage and alter activity arrangement; and third, 

organizations are consistently instituted and achieved in progressing sensemaking forms. We 

examine every one of these suggestions, as building squares of an elective perspective on 

organizations in sensemaking that prompts our extended arrangement of contextual 

mechanism. 

 

4.1. Institutions as substance for sense making  

In the event that negligible reasonable structures are the building squares of sensemaking, at 

that point organizations enter the procedure with them, as standardized jobs, formats for 

activity, contents, diagrams, rationales, etc. However, the inside structure of these 'institutional 

‘elements frequently isn't elaborated, with the outcome that their association with sensemaking 

stays obscure. We hold Berger and Luckman's (1966) and Douglas' (1986) ideas that 

foundations depend on encapsulations and arrangements. We further recommend that, from a 



sensemaking perspective, the 'content' of a foundation relates to a group of stars of personalities 

(epitomized on-screen characters), outlines (embodied circumstances) and activities 

(encapsulated desires for execution or lead). The mix of character and edge approximates the 

idea of a situational 'job' (for example performing artist in-circumstance), and the blend of 

casing and activities approximates the idea of a situational 'script'(i.e. activities in-

circumstances). This conceptualization holds the sensemaking point of view's attention on 

situational and personality based preparing of activity, while opening up space for an 

institutional accentuation on embodiment and standardizing duty.  

 

4.2. Institutions in action formation 

Establishments in real life Formation Institutions supply a relevant impact for sensemaking 

exercises that are a piece of 'activity arrangement' in Hedstrom and Swedberg's structure. It is 

worth reconsidering the activity arrangement process in sensemaking research, as it appears 

differently in relation to a less complex view in conventional institutional hypothesis. The 

psychological imperative perspective on foundations expect a moderately straight and 

unidirectional pathway from perception to activity. Individuals all around do what they think. 

Weick's work, on the other hand, is profoundly grounded in disharmony hypothesis and a dual 

processing model of discernment. The focal inquiry of 'how would I realize what I think before 

I see what I say? ‘Is its notorious portrayal. The connection among considering and acting 

(counting talking) in Weick's sensemaking viewpoint is in this way more intricate than the 

direct model of intellectual requirement suggests. In particular, sensemaking is review and 

driven by separated signals and credibility (Weick 1995). Implanted in these properties is a 

double handling model that recognizes close programmed perceptual procedures of activity 

development from increasingly conscious thinking forms (see additionally Endsley 1995; 

Kahneman 2003; Klein 1998). Much activity is activated by perceptual prompts that bring out 

specific characters, outlines and comparing execution contents absent much conscious idea. In 

this sense, organizations, as standardized blends of characters, casings and execution desires, 

may in certainty 'steer ‘action in an immediate, underestimated way. In any case, there are two 

vital capabilities that the intellectual requirement system does not catch: First, notwithstanding 

when institutional standards firmly compel conduct inside a specific job outline, the inquiry 

still stays with respect to which personality and which outline is perceptually actuated in a 

circumstance.  

Second, as indicated by Weick, speed-to-activity is more basic in programmed handling than 

exactness or close adherence to standards and desires, with the goal that disparities constantly 

emerge and post hoc supports are expected to understand what has just occurred. It is just 

looking back that inquiries of significance and suitability inspire thinking. The procedure is 

accordingly neither one of preclusive intellectual requirement nor one of conscious principle 

following (reasoning activity from guidelines). Rather, institutional substance comes in both 

when activity, which focuses to progressively perplexing components through which 

institutional setting goes into sensemaking. Coming back to our case of the work relationship, 

institutional impact enters not only from prior disguised thoughts of one's own business 

obligations. It likewise enters in the responses, defences and arrangements of accomplices at 

work that hone understandings of the establishments after accidentally authorized degenerate 

practices (see Rousseau 1995, for an astounding dialog of these procedures). 

 

4.3. Institution is an ongoing process 



Two fundamental properties of the procedure of sensemaking are that it is ongoing and 

retrospective. Weick keeps up that lived experience itself is first unadulterated durée (see 

Bergson 1946[1903]; James 1890; Schütz 1967[1932], for the magical supporting of this view). 

'Sensemaking never begins. The reason it never begins is that unadulterated span never stops. 

Individuals are dependably amidst things, which progress toward becoming things, just when 

those individuals centre on the past from some perspective' (Weick 1995: 43). Making 

significance is subsequently review in nature, an 'attentional procedure ... to that which has as 

of now occurred'(Weick 1995: 25). Be that as it may, what part of experience earns 

consideration? As indicated by Weick, the appropriate response is in a practical person model 

of learning and importance: the interference of performing artists' tasks triggers shock, 

passionate excitement and, as an outcome, dynamic sensemaking. This progressing nature of 

abstract involvement and sensemaking stands out from the straight model of institutional 

psychological imperative, in which foundations are viewed as structures that compel activity 

synchronically at the time it occurs, and in which change comes about by means of an alternate, 

diachronic arrangement of change instruments. The progressing and review nature of 

sensemaking, notwithstanding, recommends that components of institutional setting in 

sensemaking additionally act diachronically, as experience is distinguished, sectioned and 

assessed. It likewise recommends that even steady organizations are best observed as unique 

equilibria that should be ceaselessly reaffirmed, not as static structures that persevere through 

except if removed by exertion. Coming back to our case of the business relationship, the 

understood institutional substance may possibly end up remarkable and verbalized when on-

screen characters experience intrusions, maybe as extortion, damage or other misbehaviour 

(Rousseau 1995: 111– 137), or in the discussions about 'free specialist' connections that 

supplant customary work as concentrated by Barley and partners (Barley and Kunda 2004; 

Barley et al. 2002). It is on such events that establishments are 'instituted ‘in practice. By 

returning to Weick's verbalization of sensemaking, we have distinguished key building squares 

of an elective perspective on organizations in sensemaking, for example in the substance of 

reasonable structures, in double preparing activity development and in progressing review 

importance making.  

 

P4: Institutions and sensemaking processes are interlinked and are necessary part of 

organisational CSR practices. 

 

5. Conclusion 

To conclude, when looking more carefully at the job that institutional setting plays in 

sensemaking, we find that the association might be under-investigated however that 

institutional thoughts are unquestionably not contradictory with a sensemaking point of view. 

Rather, we demonstrated how establishments are woven into sensemaking. In the meantime it 

should likewise be noticed that institutional casings, personalities, jobs and execution desires 

move toward becoming 'alive' through their down to earth use. In this manner, in sensemaking, 

establishments are additionally constantly re-cultivated and charged practically speaking. In 

this paper, we attempted not exclusively to consider important a focal commitment of Karl 

Weick's academic work yet additionally to reveal some extra and frequently disregarded 

implications. We moved toward the undertaking as one of comprehending establishments in 

sensemaking, and let our request be driven by what we detected to be a quiet in his insightful 



work. Instead of deconstruct it, we sought to pragmatically make sense of it. Our 

straightforward decision is that organisations make sense of their CSR practices with 

institutions. Not only can sensemaking can be the feedstock for institutions but institutions 

maybe the feedstock for sensemaking. 
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